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ABSTRACT 

The Large Aspect Ratio Tokamak Study (LARTS) at Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory (ORNL) investigated the potential for producing a viable long-
burn tokamak reactor by enhancing the volt-second capability of the 
ohmic heating transformer through the use of high aspect ratio designs. 
The plasma physics, engineering, and economic implications of high 
aspect ratio tokamaks were assessed in the context of extended burn 
operation. Using a one-dimensional transport code plasma startup and 
burn parameters were addressed. The pulsed electrical power require-
ments for the poloidal field system, which have a major impact on 
reactor economics, were minimized by optimizing the startup and shutdown 
portions of the tokamak cycle. A representative large aspect ratio 
tokamak with an aspect ratio of 8 was found to achieve a burn time of 
3.5 h at a capital cost only ^25% greater than that of a moderate aspect 
ratio design tokamak. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Large Aspect Ratio Tokamak Study (LARTS) at Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory (ORNL) investigated the potential for producing a viable 
long-burn tokamak reactor by enhancing the volt-second capability of the 
ohmic heating transformer through the use of high aspect ratio designs. 
The plasma physics, engineering, and economic implications of high 
aspect ratio tokamaks were assessed in the context of extended burn 
operation. Using a one-dimensional transport code plasma startup and 
burn parameters were addressed. The pulsed electrical power require-
ments for the poloidal field system, which have a major impact on 
reactor economics, were minimized by optimizing the startup and shutdown 
portions of the tokamak cycle. 

A tokamak with a long burn pulse is desirable in order to lessen 
the cyclic fatigue of the blanket/first wall. Current reactor design 
studies generally assume lO^-lO5 pulses/year. Such pulse rates could 
limit the lifetime of a stainless steel first wall to about 1-2 years. 
However, if the burn time could be extended by an order of magnitude, 
first-wall lifetimes of at least 10 years could be projected. 

Preliminary results from this study indicate that the desired order 
of magnitude increase in tokamak burn time can be achieved by using 
large aspect ratio designs at reasonable increases in capital cost. The 
values of cost, burn time, power output, plasma current, etc., were 
generated by an updated ORNL System Code (see ORNL/TM-5813),1 and were 
compared to values for the ORNL FY 1978 The Next Step (TNS) Reference 
Design.2 In this study the beta limit was assumed to vary inversely 
with aspect ratio because high aspect ratio devices are expected to 
yield a lower value of beta than moderate aspect ratio devices. A 
representative large aspect ratio tokamak having an aspect ratio of 8 
and producing 1000 MW(e) appears to be an attractive balance between 
increased burn time and increased cost. The estimated burn time for 
this representative tokamak is 3.5 h, which is more than an order of 
magnitude increase relative to TNS. This burn time was achieved at a 
capital cost ^25% greater than that of a TNS-type reactor at a moderate 
aspect ratio of 4.2. 
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Large aspect ratio tokamaks were also perceived to offer enhanced 
accessibility for torus sector removal. However, this was found not to 
be the case unless the convention of butting the inner legs of the 
toroidal field coils is followed. 

In addition, the requirement for magnetic field ripple at the 
plasma edge was found to be more stringent for large aspect ratio 
tokamaks than for moderate aspect ratio tokamaks because the magnitude 
of ripple at the plasma center compared to the value of ripple at the 
plasma edge is greater in large aspect ratio designs than in moderate 
aspect ratio designs. 

viii 



1. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of the Large Aspect Ratio Tokamak Study (LARTS) was to 
determine the effect on tokamak reactor characteristics of increased 
burn time produced by enhancing the volt-second capability of the ohmic 
heating (OH) transformer by utilizing high aspect ratio designs. The 
main emphasis of the study was the poloidal field (PF) coil system and 
the electrical equipment of this system necessary to produce a long 
burn. A detailed design study for a large aspect ratio reactor was not 
conducted because such a study lies beyond the scope of LARTS. 

2. PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS 

2.1 MAJOR ASSUMPTIONS 

Following are the major assumptions for LARTS. 

(1) The tokamak for LARTS was taken to be similar in configuration to 
that of the The Next Step (TNS) Reference Design. This configuration 
does not include a blanket. A space of 1.2 m, the TNS value, was 
allowed for the plasma scrape-off zone, first wall, and shield. 

(2) Superconducting toroidal field (TF) and OH coils were used in 
conjunction with a hybrid equilibrium field (EF) coil system, as in 
the TNS Reference Design. For energy storage motor-generator-
flywheel (MGF) sets were assumed. 

(3) A thermal conversion efficiency of 35% was assumed. 
(4) Parasitic losses were not accounted for. 
(5) Costing was estimated using the unit cost values from the TNS 

Reference Design. 

2.2 ANALYSIS 

Tokamak performance parameters as a function of aspect ratio at a 
gross reactor power level of 1000 MW(e) are shown in Fig. 1. These per-
formance parameters, i.e., burn time, plasma size, magnetic field, 
thermal power, and capital cost, were obtained with an updated ORNL 
System Code (see ORNL/TM-5813),1 supplemented with detailed calculations 

1 
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for the PF coil and power supply systems, and were compared to parameters 
of the ORNL FY 1978 TNS Reference Design.2 These parameters are con-
sistent with a fixed neutron wall loading of 3 MW/m2 at the plasma edge. 
The values of beta associated with these parameters were taken to vary 
inversely with aspect ratio, and a base beta value of 7% at an aspect 
ratio of 4.17 was used (TNS values). Burn time was assumed to be limited 
by volt-second considerations only. Shield space, ripple, plasma 
elongation, safety factor, plasma temperature, Z^^, and coil con-
figuration were taken to be the same as in the TNS Reference Design. 
The field in the OH solenoid was swung from +8 to -8 T during startup 
and burn. 

Figure 1 shows the tradeoff between unit capital cost, burn time, 
and plasma current as a function of aspect ratio at a constant neutron 
wall loading of 3 MW/m2 for a selected reactor power level of 1000 MW(e). 
Based on this figure a tokamak with an aspect ratio of 8 was chosen as 
the representative LARTS reference point for more detailed plasma physics 
and configuration analyses. This design represents a reasonable 
balance between increased burn time and increased cost when aspect ratio 
is increased at a constant power level. The selected configuration 
achieves a burn time of 3.5 h, thus reducing the number of burn cycles 
at least an order of magnitude relative to the number of burn cycles of 
a TNS-type reactor at an increase of approximately 25% in unit capital 
cost. 

Initially, alpha containment was also a concern in considering 
large aspect ratio designs because plasma current decreases with increasing 
aspect ratio, as indicated in Fig. 1. However, alpha containment scales 
linearly with the product of plasma current and aspect ratio; therefore, 
the large aspect ratio designs seen in Fig. 1 are sufficient to 
contain 3.5-MeV alphas. 

3. POLOIDAL FIELD SYSTEM ANALYSIS 

As previously stated the PF coils and their electrical driving 
system were analyzed in detail because this system has a major impact on 
burn time and cost. The OH coil was assumed to be an air core, 
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superconducting solenoid. The coil was sized to make maximum use of the 
toroidal bore and to produce a field of 8 T. The OH coil swung from 
+23,000 A to -23,000 A during each tokamak operational cycle. A current 
density over the winding of 2500 A/cm2 was used. Radio frequency (rf) 
preheating of the plasma, supplied by gyroklystrons, was assumed to 
occur prior to the OH coil swing. The rf-assisted startup allowed a 
substantial reduction in the startup loop voltage and resistive volt-
second losses along with an increase in the startup time as compared to 
the time required in operation without a rf preheating system. 

The EF coil system is similar to that used in the TNS Reference 
Design in that it employs normal copper interior coils (inside the TF 
coil bore) and superconducting exterior coils (outside the TF coil 
bore). The interior EF coils carry 35% of the EF current, and the 
exterior coils carry 65% of the EF coil current. The time-dependent 
EF current for LART was scaled as a function of LART plasma current 
while the EF current-to-plasma current ratio of TNS was maintained in 
order to provide MHD equilibrium. Also, the variation in distance of 
the EF coils from the plasma was accounted for in determining EF coil 
current. 

The self- and mutual inductances of the coils and plasma were 
calculated by an inductance code. In turn, the volt-seconds and current 
swing required by the OH system to meet startup were determined. Using 
the value of the maximum OH current, corresponding to a field of 8 T, 
the burn time was calculated from the volt-seconds remaining in the OH 
system after startup. 

The electrical system used to drive the PF coils consists of MGF 
sets serving as the utility energy buffer and transformer-thyristor 
(12 pulse) bridges in a rectifier-inverter power supply configuration 
acting as the ac-to-dc conversion and dc-to-ac inversion to the coil 
system loads. A simplified electrical circuit diagram for the PF 
coil system is shown in Fig. 2. The essential feature of the MGF-
transformer-thyristor power converter combination is the separation of 
startup/shutdown and burn phase power supply requirements. The 
startup/shutdown power supply is significantly larger than the burn 
phase power supply because the current dynamics of the startup interval 
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requires larger power supply voltages. The use of a small, optimized 
power supply configuration tailored to the smaller power demand of the 
burn phase results in lower total electrical parasitic losses and improved 
rectifier regulation. This dual-power-supply configuration requires the 
appropriate solid-state silicon-controlled rectifier (SCR) bypass 
switches to effect proper full-current commutations and circuit bypasses. 
The serial interleaving, shown in Fig. 3, presents a cost-effective 
opportunity to double the function of the startup and burn phase bypass 
modules by making them perform as normal bypass modules, which reduces 
the total number of megavolt amperes (MVA) required during nonpeak 
operating conditions. The requirements of the coil system loads during 
burn do not necessitate the utility energy and power buffer needed 
during startup and allow the direct utility connection. The configuration 
allows for the sizable amount of energy stored in the OH coil during 
burn to be recovered during the shutdown interval. 

The sequence of the calculations in the electrical power conversion 
model begins with the voltages calculated from plasma and coil system 
dynamics. Then, consistent with respect to sign, the resistive and 
reactive effects of the entire electrical system components are added. 
From these calculations energy flow summary, peak MVA, peak voltages, 
and all electrical system component ratings are generated for each 
individual circuit. The model automatically assembles the solution of 
the circuit equations based on the operating sequences used as a switch-
ing function. In this way the voltage, current, total circuit resistance,, 
supply and commutating reactances, energy, I2t, flux, energy flows, MVA, 
rectification or inversion state, extent of bypass, power converter 
firing angle, etc., are known for each instant of time, and the con-
sistency of the circuit equations is maintained at each switch point as 
a boundary condition. The dynamics of the MGF-transformer-thyristor 
power conditioning system was modeled. Because the variables defining 
the electrical power conversion system are interdependent, a multipass 
approach was taken wherein the effects of these interdependences are 
refined until the total system performance is optimized. Optimization 
is defined as the process by which the total required energy varies 
asymptotically until a limit is achieved (taken to be 1% in this study). 
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The MGF set was dynamically modeled by a set of equations that 
establishes the frequency on the basis of total electrical system energy 
flows to the coils, to the neutral beams, from recovered coil energy, 
and from the generator drive motor. This frequency establishes the 
total generator losses, including friction and windage, and shaft load 
and core losses (open circuited). With the total loss the generator 
efficiency was calculated. The generator frequency was checked for an 
overdriven condition (>87.5 Hz, the rated frequency) and loss of 
synchronism (<60 Hz). This frequency establishes the circuit frequency 
during the period it is operative (nonburn). During burn the circuit 
frequency is the utility line frequency, or 60 Hz. The generator supply 
reactance was calculated on the basis of the transient total MVA. The 
power converter commutating reactance was adjusted for the level of 
bypass and calculated at the system frequency. The total circuit 
resistance (buswork, primary and secondary transformers, SCR, and all 
component/coil contact effects) was calculated instantaneously for each 
individual circuit and adjusted for the level of bypass. Similarly, the 
total circuit reactance (supply and commutating) was calculated. These 
calculations were based on the circuit configuration active during an 
operating sequence and on the bypass status of that power supply con-
figuration. The power converter was modeled for its load characteristics, 
with the appropriate characteristic chosen on the basis of firing angle. 
In this way the power converter reactive and resistive drops are known 
as a function of converter load current and firing angle. The converter 
regulation was calculated as the voltage drop from no-load to full-
load current, i.e., a percentage of no-load voltage. 

The current waveform used in TNS, shown in Fig. 4, allowed 6 s for 
current startup and 10 s for plasma quench. During startup the OH 
current swung from +23,000 A to 0, resulting in the maximum rate of 
current change dl/dt over the operating cycle. However, for the large 
aspect ratio design with a correspondingly larger OH bore, the current 
swing to provide startup was only of the order of 2000 A. This allowed 
a current swing from approximately +21,000 A to -23,000 A to be used to 
generate the long burn time. With this large aspect ratio configuration, 
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the maximum dl/dt, assuming the 10-s quench of TNS, occurred during 
shutdown. In fact, the dl/dt of LART at shutdown was much greater than 
the dl/dt of TNS during startup, making necessary larger power supplies 
and, consequently, a greater cost for the electrical conversion system 
of LART. The electrical system for LART was optimized by increasing the 
time for quench until dl/dt during shutdown was equal to that required 
during current startup. The resulting operating cycle for the selected 
LART configuration (aspect ratio of 8) is shown in Fig. 5. 

The electrical system was further optimized by several design 
choices. 

(1) Selecting the lowest coil and buswork copper current density 
resulted in the minimization of the voltage and energy required. 

(2) Selecting the lowest temperature level of the heat sink for the 
thyristors ani the maximization of the water flow rate had the 
effect of minimizing the number of parallel connected power modules 
needed for the startup and burn phase power rectifiers (including 
the appropriate bypasses) and maximizing the heat transfer with a 
consequent reduction in the thermal excursion and SCR lifetime. 

(3) A lifetime limit on the number of thermal excursions was specified. 
(4) The electrical system power conversion building layout was optimized 

into a multifloor, radial design. 
(5) Selecting the optimum orientation of the electrical equipment 

layout minimized the buswork lengths and buswork resistances. 
(6) The order in which equipment is assigned to circuit function (OH 

or type of EF) was determined so as to minimize overall total 
lengths. 

An overall cost-effective system approach was used to maximize the 
interleaved system voltage and thus to reduce the total MVA demand by 
reducing the commutating voltage. These optimizations and modeling 
refinements reduce the ratio of reactive MVA to resistive MW consumption. 
Thus, a constant-power approach can be utilized that trades off the 
occurrence of peak inductive and resistive loads and minimizes the total 
rating. 
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4. TF COIL SYSTEM ANALYSIS 

The TF coil model used in LARTS assumed pure tension D-shaped 
coils with a trapezoidal cross section. The parametric analysis was 
conducted assuming 12 coils and a required ripple at the plasma edge of 
±1.5%. The conductor was composed of Nb3Sn in a copper matrix with a 
current density over the conductor of 3750 A/cm2. The stainless steel 
structural requirement for the coil was determined on the basis of an 
in-plane strain of 0.10%. 

As shown in Fig. 6, at large aspect ratios the assumed value of 
in-plane TF coil strain has a major effect on TF coil cost whereas at 
moderate aspect ratios such as the TNS value of 4.17 the effect on cost 
is relatively minor. Therefore, at moderate aspect ratios it matters 
little if a conservative value of strain is used, but at an aspect ratio 
of 8 a conservative value of strain produces a major perturbation in 
coil cost. The 0.10% value of strain used in this study was judged to 
be reasonable. 

5. REPRESENTATIVE DESIGN DESCRIPTION 

Major parameters for the representative LART configuration [aspect 
ratio of 8, 1000 MW(e)J are presented in Table 1, and plan and elevation 
views are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. 

A number of changes from the earlier TNS configuration were made in 
the LART configuration. The most striking difference is the dewar 
system of LART, which encompasses all of the superconducting coils, TF 
coils, exterior EF coils, and the OH solenoid; on the other hand, the 
TNS design includes separate dewars for the TF and exterior EF coils. 
The TF/EF dewar system in the LART design separates the warm and cold 
components and simplifies their structural support and thermal isolation. 
Exterior EF coils are supported off the intercoil structure with a 
linkage system that transmits dead weight and intercoil forces between 
the upper and lower exterior EF coils to the TF intercoil structure. 

The total weight of the exterior EF coils, TF coils, and OH solenoid 
is supported by the bucking cylinder, which is bolted to the machine 
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Table 1. Representative LART configuration 

Major parameters Values 

Aspect ratio, A 
Major radius, R o 
Minor radius, a 
Beta, P 
Field on axis, BT 

Field at TF coil, B max 
Plasma temperature, T 
Z ** ef f 
Plasma density, N 
Plasma elongation, K 
Safety factor, q 
Plasma current, I 
Shield space, A 
Peak-to-average ripple (plasma edge) 
Fusion power (17.6 MeV), p f u s i o n 
Thermal power, P 
Electrical power, Pg 

Thermal efficiency, ri 
Power density, P/V 
Neutron wall loading (plasma edge), L̂  
Number of TF coils, N 
Burn time, Tg 
Field in central bore, Bq^ 

8 
9.6 m 
1.2 m 
3.65% 
7.4 T 
9.9 T 
12 keV 
1 
2.08 x 1020 m-3 

1.6 
3.8 
3 MA 
1.2 m 
1.5% 
2275 MW 
2850 MW(t) 
1000 MW(e) 
0.35 
5.2 MW/m3 
3 MW/m2 
12 
3.5 h 
+8 to -8 T 
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support base. The bucking cylinder consists of 12 segments that are 
insulated at each interface and bolted together. A nitrogen interface 
separates the bucking cylinder froc the machine support base, with the 
length and truss construction of the machine support base designed to 
minimize the thermal heat load. 

The large toroidal bore of LART resulting from the high aspect 
ratio allows space for a cylindrical dewar to be placed inside the OH 
solenoid rather than extended across the bore. This reduces the dewar 
support structure span length and thus its structural requirements. 

The rf system is located on ground level instead of at the top of 
the device as in the TNS design to reduce the distance to the rf power 
supplies, which are assumed to be located at basement level. 

The large aspect ratio results in 12 relatively wide TF coils, 
assuming the coils butt at the inner leg, as shown in the plan and 
elevation views of Figs. 7 and 8. These wide coils compromise accessi-
bility for torus se >*"ent removal. The torus for LART must be divided 
into 24 segments, as opposed to 16 torus segments in the TNS design, to 
allow removal between TF coils. If the constraint of butting the TF 
coils at the inner leg were removed, the coils could be separated by 
spacers and reduced in width, with a proportional increase in depth, to 
enhance accessibility. However, the OH coil bort would be decreased 
(less burn time), and ripple at the inside leg of the TF coil would be 
increased. This option needs additional study to verify feasibility. 

6. PLASMA PHYSICS CONSIDERATIONS 

Startup and burn parameters for the representative LART configuration 
were determined for a 50-50 mixture of deuterium (D) and tritium (T). 
The beta limit was taken to vary inversely with aspect ratio as theo-
retically predicted. The startup analysis consisted of a 4-s heating 
phase followed by an excursion to a steady-state burn regime. 
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6.1 TRANSPORT MODEL 

A one-dimensional (1-D) transport code, WHIST,3 was used in this 
analysis. Particle and energy transport in the plasma was modeled with 
a combination of neoclassical transport, ripple-enhanced ion thermal 
conduction, and anomalous particle diffusion and electron thermal 
conduction: 

r = _neo an 3n 
1 1 U 9r ' 

3T 
_ _neo an e 
e = e * n Xe S T 

and 

. , 3T. ^neo ripple x Q. = Q. - nx- T — i l Ai 9r 

where 

D an 1.25 x 1017 

n + 5000 ey cm' 2/s 

and 

an 

n 

1.0 X 1 0 1 7 

1 - 0 , 4 , J 
3 . 5 

cm2/s . 

The transport coefficients for the anomalous terms were based on empirical 
fits to the Princeton Large Torus data.1* The ripple-enhanced ion con-
duction losses were calculated with the computer routine developed by 
Uckan, Uckan, and Moore.5 
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6.2 RIPPLE EFFECTS 

As aspect ratio increases, TF ripple becomes more uniform across 
the plasma. If a large aspect ratio device and a lower aspect ratio 
device have the same value of ripple at the plasma edge, the large 
aspect ratio device will have a higher value of ripple at the plasma 
center than the lower aspect ratio device. Therefore, it becomes 
important to reduce the maximum ripple in a large aspect ratio device. 
Three main classes of particles are important in a consideration of the 
effects of TF ripple: particles locally trapped in the TF ripple, 
particles trapped in the main toroidal field (bananas), and circulating 
particles. In the calculations presented in this study we include only 
the first class. Because this class includes a relatively small number 
of particles, the resulting particle loss rate is small. However, the 
particles that are lost are relatively energetic (collisionless), and 
the main effect can be modeled as enhanced ion thermal conduction. 

A poloidal as well as a radial variation in the ripple has a signifi-
cant impact on the ion conduction loss.6 For ease of flux surface 
averaging it is advantageous to express the poloidal and radial variations 
of the ripple in a separable form: 

On the basis of a detailed computation of the magnetic field ripple for 
the 12-TF-coil LART design, empirical fits to the radial and poloidal 
variations have been made. Figure 9 depicts the radial variation in the 
plasma midplane (6 =0), and Fig. 10 shows the poloidal variation for 
several radii. The general form for the fitting is given by 

Because of the large aspect ratio and the 12 wide magnets in the 
representative LART design, the ripple on the inside of the plasma is 
large. The maximum in the toroidal field on the inside of the plasma 

<5(r,0) = g(G)f(r) . 
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Fig. 9. Ripple contour fit for LART radial variation. 
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occurs between magnets rather than in the plane of the magnets because 
at this point the wide magnets are significantly closer to the plasma. 
Thus, the traditional picture of ripple no longer holds, and the curve-
fitting procedure used in Fig. 10 to describe the poloidal variation in 
ripple can be considered only marginally accurate. 

There are several other adverse effects of TF ripple not included 
in this analysis. As the plasma is heated the flux surfaces shift 
outward toward higher magnetic field ripple, thus increasing the effective 
ripple. Because fast ions are preferentially depleted by the ripple, 
the tail of the ion distribution function will be decreased and the 
fusion rate will consequently decrease. The fusion rate for this study 
is based on an assumed Maxwellian ion distribution. The fast alpha 
particles can also be affected by ripple. Callen et al.7 have pointed 
out that fast alpha particles can scatter into the TF ripple and drift 
out of the plasma, reducing the amount of energy given to the background 
thermal ions. 

6.3 STARTUP AND BURN 

A series of 1-D transport simulations was made using two startup/ 
bum scenarios. Presented in Table 2 are the steady-state burn 
parameters for each scenario at a beta value of 3.5%, corresponding to 
an aspect ratio of 8. Parameters associated with the second scenario 
are essentially consistent with the parameters used in Sect. 2. 

6.3.1 Scenario 1 

Neutral beam heating was applied for k s. The neutral beam power 
was varied to determine the minimum requirements for ignition; after 
ignition was achieved the steady-state burn parameters were determined 
as a function of plasma density. It was found that the ripple losses in 
LART were large enough to prevent ignition at acceptable beta values, 
a plasma density <1011+ cm-3, and beam power of M.00 MW. A 25% reduction 
was made in the ripple (from 1.12 to 0.85% at the plasma edge) so that 
suitable burn regimes could be found. In practice the reduction in 
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Table 2. Startup/steady--state plasma parameters 

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 

Beam injection, s 4 4 
Startup density, cm-3 1014 1014 

Beam power, MW 85 85 
Beam energy, keV 150 150 
Average density (burn), 

cm 1.3 x 101*4 2 x 1014 

Average ion tempera-
ture, keV 18 12 

Fusion power, MW 1925 1980 
Beta, % 3.5 3.5 
Ripple (plasma edge), % 

Startup 0.84 0.84 
Burn 0.84 1.60 
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ripple for LART would require modifications to the toroidal magnetic 
field design; even further reduction would be required if other ripple 
phenomena proved to be significant. Figure 11 shows plots of fusion 
power, volume-averaged beta, and average electron and ion temperatures 
as a function of plasma density for steady-state burn. Parameters at 
the limiting value of beta, approximately 3.5% for an aspect ratio of 8, 
are taken from this figure and presented in Table 2. 

6.3.2 Scenario 2 

Four seconds of neutral beam heating was applied to a low-density 
plasma (1 x 1011+/cm3). After ignition density was increased to 2 x 1014 

at the beta limit of 3.5%, and ripple losses were increased to maintain 
the average temperature of a thermally stable plasma, ̂ 12 keV. This 
scenario allows higher-density, lower-temperature plasmas than Scenario 1 
for the same beta limit. The parameters for this scenario, shown in 
Table 2, are basically consistent with the LART reference parameters 
presented in Table 1. These same steady-state reference parameters 
could be achieved without variable ripple by utilizing pdditional 
neutral beam power in conjunction with a low-density startup. 

7. ENVIRONMENTAL AND SAFETY ANALYSIS 

The environmental and safety aspects of LART should be no different 
from those of any other lOOO-MW(e) D-T-burning tokamak reactor. An 
environmental impact statement for fusion reactors currently in prepa-
ration at ORNL will make an in-depth analysis of this topic. 

8. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

In compliance with a request from the Office of Fusion Energy, an 
economic analysis is being attempted for the reference LART configuration 
using PNL-2648, "Fusion Reactor Design Studies — Standard Accounts for 
Cost Estimates."8 However, as previously indicated LARTS was conducted 
to determine the trends of burn time and cost variation as a function of 
aspect ratio. Figure 1 addresses this question. Many items required 
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for the standard cost accounts of PNL-2648 are unknown. Parasitic 
losses were not accounted for. Also, no estimate was made for annual 
first-wall scheduled component replacement. Although outage time was 
not estimated, a value of availability of 0.7 was assumed. The entire 
turbine generator cost was scaled as a function of the thermal rating 
without breaking out the cost of individual components such as the 
condenser. 

The total capital cost, as shown in Table 3, is $2563 million. 
This figure includes 15% of the direct plus indirect cost for construc-
tion facilities, equipment, and services; 30% for engineering and con-
struction management services; and 5% for other costs. Interest during 
construction, based on constant-dollar analysis, was calculated as 
suggested in PNL-2648, in which the deflated (real) cost of capita] was 
set at 5% and the construction time was taken as eight years. With a 
constant-dollar analysis escalation during construction is zero. 

Operating and maintenance cost was taken as 2% of the direct plus 
indirect capital cost, as suggested by PNL-2648. These costs are 
summarized in Table 4. Using an annual fixed charge rate on capital of 
10% and a 70% availability, the annual cost of energy, based on the 
gross electrical output, is 49 mills/kWh: 

(Facility capital cost) x annual fixed charge rate + 
annual operating and maintenance + annual fuel + annual 

, schedule component replacement costs Cost of energy = c c 

(Plant capacity)(plant availability)10"3 

Gross plant capacity = (1000 MW)8760 — — 1000 = 8.76 x 109 k W h 
year year 

n r (0.10) (2563 x 106) + 44 x 106 + 0 + 0 Cost of energy = — 
(8.76 x 109)(0.7)(10~3) 

49 mills/kWh gross 



Table 3. Fusion reactor economic evaluation 

Accounts 
. . , , . . . (in millions of dollars) Account number and description 

4-term 3-term 2-term 1-term Total 

20.1 Land and privilege acquisition 
20.2 Relocation of buildings, utilities, 

highways, etc. 
20. Land and land rights 1 
21.1.1 General yard improvements 
21.1.2 Waterfront improvements 
21.1.3 Transportation access (off site) 
21.1 Site improvements and facilities 
21.2.1 Basic building structures 
21.2.2 Building services 
21.2.3 Containment structures 
21.2 Reactor building 78 
21.3.1 Basic building structures 
21.3.2 Building services 
21.3 Turbine building 27 
21.4.1 Intake structures 
21.4.2 Discharge structures 
21.4.3 Unpressurized intake and discharge conduits 
21.4.4 Recirculating structures 
21.4.5 Cooling tower systems 
21.4 Cooling system structures 
21.5.1 Basic building structures 
21.5.2 Building services 
21.5 Power supply and energy storage building 



Table 3 (continued) 

Account number and description 
Accounts 

(in millions of dollars) 

4-term 3-term 2-term 1-term Total 

21.6.1 Reactor auxiliaries building (including 
switchgear bay) 

21.6.2 Radioactive waste building 
21.6.3 Fuel storage building 
21.6.4 Control room building 
21.6.5 Diesel generator building 
21.6.6 Administration building 
21.6.7 Service building 
21.6.8 Helium storage building 
21.6.9 Miscellaneous structures and building work 
21.6 Miscellaneous buildings 
21.7 Ventilation stack 
21.98 Spare parts allowance 
21.99 Contingency allowance 
21. Structures and site facilities 
22.1.1.1 Breeding material (including tritium 

breeding) 
22.1.1.2 First-wall and structural material 
22.1.1.3 Attenuators, reflectors, and multipliers 
22.1.1.4 Wall modifiers (coatings, liners, 

limiters, etc.) 
22.1.1.5 Others 
22.1.1 Blanket and first wall 
22.1.2 Shield 
22.1.3.1 Principal field magnet 
22.1.3.2 Secondary field magnet 
22.1.3 Magnets 
22.1.4.1 Beam heating (neutral, ion, or electron) 

20 

20 

125 

510 
47 

10 
23 

557 



Table 3 (continued) 

Account number and description 
Accounts 

(in millions of dollars) 

4-term 3-term 2-term 1-term Total 

22.1.4. 2 RF heating 
22.1.4. 3 Laser heating 
22.1.4. 4 Other heating systems 
22.1.4 Supplemental heating systems 
22.1.5. 1 Reactor structure 
22.1.5. 2 Equipment support structure 
22.1.5 Primary structure and support 
22.1.6. 1 Plasma chamber vacuum (including pumps, 

compressor, pipe) 
22.1.6. 2 Magnet dewar vacuum (including pumps, 

compressor, pipe) 
22.1.6. 3 Supplemental heating vacuum (including 

pumps, compressor, pipe) 
22.1.6. 4 Direct converter vacuum (including pumps, 

compressor, pipe) 
22.1.6. 5 Reactor vacuum system (low grade) 
22.1.6. 6 Reactor vacuum wall 
22.1.6 Reactor vacuum systems (unless integral 

elsewhere) 
22.1.7. 1 Heating 
22.1.7. 2 Confinement 
22.1.7. 3 Control system 
22.1.7. 4 Central energy storage 
22.1.7. 5 Other 
22.1.7 Power supply, switching, and energy storage 
22.1.8 Impurity control 
22.1.9. 1 Vacuum tank 
22.1.9. 2 Direct converter modules 
22.1.9. 3 Thermal panels 

80 

116 

lf-vl 

276 



Table 3 (continued) 

Account number and description 
Accounts 

(in millions of dollars) 

4-term 3-term 2-term 1-term Total 

22.1.9.4 Power conditioning equipment 
22.1.9 Direct energy conversion system 
22.1 Reactor equipment 954 
22.2.1.1 Pumps and motor drives (modular and non-

modular) 
22.2.1.2 Piping 
22.2.1.3 Heat exchangers 
22.2.1.4 Tanks (including dump, makeup, cleanup, 

tritium, hot storage) 
22.2.1.5 Cleanup system 
22.2.1.6 Thermal insulation, piping, and equipment 
22.2.1.7 Tritium extraction 
22.2.1 Primary coolant system 
22.2.2.1 Pumps and motor drives (modular and non-

modular) 
22.2.2.2 Piping 
22.2.2.3 Heat exchangers 
22.2.2.4 Ta- p (including dump, makeup, cleanup, 

• "ium, hot storage) 
22.2.2.5 Cleanup system 
22.2.2.6 Thermal insulation, piping, and equipment 
22.2.2.7 Tritium extraction 
22.2.2 Intermediate coolant system 
22.2 Main heat transfer and transport systems 130 
22.3.1.1 Refrigeration 
22.3.1.2 Piping 
22.3.1.3 Fluid circulation driving system 



Table 3 (continued) 

Accounts 
(in millions of dollars) 

4-terra 3-term 2-term 1-term Total 

24 

276 

Account number and description 

22.3.1.4 Tanks 
22.3.1.5 Purification 
22.3.1 Magnet cooling system 
22.3.2.1 Refrigeration 
22.3.2.2 Piping 
22.3.2.3 Fluid circulation driving system 
22.3.2.4 Tanks 
22.3.2.5 Purification 
22.3.2 Shield and structure cooling system 
22.3.3.1 Refrigeration 
22.3.3.2 Piping 
22.3.3.3 Fluid circulation driving system 
22.3.3.4 Tanks 
22.3.3.5 Purification 
22.3.3 Supplemental heating and cooling 
22.3.4.1 Refrigeration 
22.3.4.2 Piping 
22.3.4.3 Fluid circulation driving system 
22.3.4.4 Tanks 
22.3.4.5 Purification 
22.3.4 Power supply cooling system 
22.3.5 Other cooling systems 
22.3 Auxiliary cooling systems 
22.4.1 Liquid waste processing and equipment 
22.4.2 Gaseous wastes and off-gas processing 

system 
22.4.3 Solid waste processing equipment 
22.4 Radioactive waste treatment and disposal 



Table 3 (continued) 

Account number and description 
Accounts 

(in millions of dollars) 

4-term 3-term 2-term 1-term Total 

22.5.1 Fuel purification systems 
22.5.2 Liquefaction 
22.5.3 Fuel preparation 
22.5.4 Fuel injection 
22.5.5 Fuel storage 
22.5.6 Tritium recovery 
22.5.7 Emergency air detritiation 
22.5 Fuel-handling and storage systems (fuel 

injection) 18 
22.6.1.1 Blanket and coil maintenance equipment 
22.6.1.2 Components rotated into service to allow 

maintenance 
22.6.1.3 Other maintenance equipment 
22.6.1 Maintenance equipment 30 
22.6.2 Special heating systems (startup, trace, 

etc.) 
22.6.3 Coolant receiving, storage, and makeup 

systems 
22.6.4 Gas systems 
22.6.5 Building vacuum systems 
22.6 Other reactor plant equipment 30 
22.7.1 Reactor l&C equipment (burn control, diag-

nostics, etc.) 
22.7.2 Radiation-monitoring systems 
22.7.3 Isolated indicating and recording 

gauges, etc. 
22.7 Instrumentation and control 25 



Table 3 (continued) 

Account number and description 
Accounts 

(in millions of dollars) 

4-term 3-term 2-term 1-term Total 

22.98 Spare parts allowance 
22.99 Contingency allowance 
22. Reactor plant equipment 1181 
23.1.1 Turbine generators and accessories 
23.1.2 Foundations 
23.1.3 Standby exciters 
23.1.4 Lubricating system 
23.1.5 Gas systems 
23.1.6 Reheaters 
23.1.7 Shielding 
23.1.8 Weather-proof housing 
23.1 Turbine generators 
23.2 Main steam (or other fluid) system 
23.3.1 Water intake common facilities 
23.3.2 Circulating water systems 
23.3.3 Cooling towers 
23.3.4 Other systems that reject heat to the atmo-

sphere 
23.3 Heat rejection systems 
23.4.1 Condensers 
23.4.2 Condensate system 
23.4.3 Gas removal system 
23.4.4 Turbine by-pass systems (excluding piping) 
23.4 Condensing systems 
23.5.1 Regenerators and recuperators 
23.5.2 Pumps 



Table 3 (continued) 

Account number and description 
Accounts 

(in millions of dollars) 

4-term 3-term 2-term 1-term Total 

23.5.3 Tanks 
23.5 Feed heating system 
23.6.1 Turb ine auxiliaries 
23.6.2 Auxiliaries cooling system (excluding piping) 
23.6.3 Makeup treatment system (excluding piping) 
23.6.4 Chemical treatment and condensate purifi-

cation systems 
23.6.5 Central lubrication service system (exclud-

ing piping) 
23.6 Other turbine plant equipment 
23.7 I&C equipment 
23.98 Spare parts allowance 
23.99 Contingency allowance 
23. Turbine plant equipment 97 
24.1.1 Generator circuits 
24.1.2 Station service 
24.1 Switchgear 
24.2.1 Station service and startup transformers 
24.2.2 Low-voltage unit substation and lighting 

transformers 
24.2.3 Battery system 
24.2.4 Diesel engine generators 
24.2.5 Gas turbine generators 
24.2.6 Motor-generator sets 
24.2 Station service equipment 
24.3.1 Main control board for electric system 



Table 3 (continued) 

Account number and description 

24.3.2 Auxiliary power and signal boards 
24.3 Switchboards (including heat tracing) 
24.4.1 Generator station grounding system and 

cathodic protection 
24.4 Protective equipment 
24.5.1 Concrete cable tunnels, trenches, and 

envelopes 
24.5.2 Cable trays and support 
24.5.3 Conduit 
24.5.4 Other structures 
24.5 Electrical structures and wiring containers 
24.6.1 Generator circuits wiring 
24.6.2 Station service power wiring 
24.6.3 Control wiring 
24.6.4 Instrument wiring 
24.6.5 Containment penetrations 
24.6 Power and control wiring 
24.7.1 Reactor building lighting 
24.7.2 Turbine building lighting 
24.7.3 Reactor auxiliaries building lighting 
24.7.4 Radioactive waste building lighting 
24.7.5 Fuel storage building lighting 
24.7.6 Miscellaneous buildings lighting 
24.98 Spare parts allowance 
24.99 Contingency allowance 

Accounts 
(in millions of dollars) 

4-term 3-term 2-term I-term Total 

24. Electric plant equipment 33 



Table 3 (continued) 

Account number and description 
Accounts 

(in millions of dollars) 

4-term 3-term 2-term 1-term Total 

25.1.1 Cranes, hoists, monorails, and conveyers 
25.1.2 Railway 
25.1.3 Roadway equipment 
25.1.4 Watercraft 
25.1.5 Vehicle maintenance equipment 
25.1 Transportation and lifting equipment 
25.2.1 Air systems (excluding piping) 
25.2.2 Water systems (excluding piping) 
25.2.3 Auxiliary heating boilers (excluding 

piping) 
25.2 Air and water service systems 
25.3.1 Local communications systems 
25.3.2 Signal systems 
25.3 Communications equipment 
25.4.1 Safety equipment 
25.4.2 Shop, laboratory, and test equipment 
25.4.3 Office equipment and furnishings 
25.4.4 Change room equipment 
25.4.5 Environmental monitoring equipment 
25.4.6 Dining facilities 
25.4 Furnishings and fixtures 
25.98 Spare parts allowance 
25.99 Contingency allowance 
25. Miscellaneous plant equipment 24 
26.1 Reactor coolant 

OJ CTi 



Table 3 (continued) 

Account number and description 
Accounts 

(in millions of dollars) 

4-term 3-term 2-term 1-term Total 

26.2 Intermediate coolant 
26.3 Turbine cycle working fluids 
26.4 Other materials 
26.98 Spare parts allowance 
26.99 Contingency allowance 
26. Special materials 

Summary 
20. Land and land rights 1 
21. Structures and site facilities 125 
22. Reactor plant equipment 1181 
23. Turbine plant equipment 97 
24. Electric plant equipment 33 
25. Miscellaneous plant equipment 24 
26. Special materials 0 
90. Total reactor direct capital cost 1461 
91.1 Temporary facilities 
91.2 Construction equipment 
91.3 Construction services 
91. Construction facilities, equipment, and 

services (15%) 219 



Table 3 (continued) 

Account number and descripcion 
Accounts 

(in millions of dollars) 

4-term 3-term 2-term 1-term Total 

Summary (continued) 

92. Engineering and construction management 
services (30%) 

93.1 Taxes and insurance 
93.2 Staff training and plant startup 
93.3 Owner's G&A 
93. Other costs (5%) 
94. Interest during 8-year construction (constant 

dollars) 
95. Escalation during 10-year construction 
99. Total reactor capital cost 

438 

73 

372 
0 

2563 
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Table 4. Summary of costs in millions of dollars 

Total capital cost 
Annual operating and maintenance cost 
Annual component replacement cost 
Annual fuel cost 

2563 
44 
0 
0 

9. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The primary purpose of this study was to determine if burn time 
could be increased at least an order of magnitude, relative to the burn 
time of current tokamak reactor designs, by enhancing the volt-second 
capability of the OH transformer by employing high aspect ratio designs. 
The burn time of the ORNL TNS Reference Design is 0.14 h (500 s). The 
estimated burn time for the representative large aspect ratio design is 
3.5 h, which is more than an order of magnitude increase (factor of 25) 
over the burn time of TNS. This increase in burn time should allow the 
blanket of a tokamak reactor to operate at least ten years, given cyclic 
fatigue limitations. However, the increase in burn time by a factor of 
25 was achieved at a capital cost ^25% greater than that for a TNS-type 
reactor (moderate aspect ratio of 4.2). 

The thermal fatigue/life problem of the tokamak blanket is eased by 
the long burn time obtained by large aspect ratio designs. In addition, 
the 3.5-h burn is a progression toward the steady-state mode of operation 
the electric utilities desire. However, the cyclic requirement of the 
tokamak is still present and cannot be alleviated solely by increasing 
the volt-second capability of the OH transformer. 

The following conclusions were drawn from this study. 

(1) Burn time can be increased an order of magnitude at an increase 

in unit capital cost of ^25% (compared to the cost of a TNS-type 

design) by employing a large aspect ratio design [aspect ratio = 8; 

power = 1000 MW(e)]. 

(2) Alpha containment poses no problem at the lower plasma current, 
larger aspect ratio designs. 
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(3) Accessibility for torus sector removal is not enhanced by 
large aspect ratios if the convention of butting the inner legs of the 
TF coils is followed. 

(4) The requirement for magnetic field ripple at the plasma edge 
is more stringent for large aspect ratio designs than for moderate 
aspect ratio designs because the magnitude of ripple at the plasma 
center compared to the value of ripple at the plasma edge is greater for 
large aspect ratio designs than for moderate aspect ratio designs. 

10. DESIGN PARAMETERS 

The Office of Fusion Energy requested that a table of reactor 
design parameters be completed (see Table 5). However, LARTS was primarily 
a sensitivity study, rather than a reactor design study, to determine 
the effect of large aspect ratios on burn time. Many items listed in 
this table were, therefore, not calculated or taken into account. 
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Table 5. Reactor design parameters 

Account number and description Value 

1. Characteristic machine dimensions 
1.1 Reactor envelope 
1.1.1 Height 
1.1.2 Width 
1.1.3 Length 
1.2 Vacuum vessel 
1.2.1 Major radius 
1.2.2 Minor radius 
1.2.3 Volume 
1.2.4 Inner surface area 

Plasma parameters 
Plasma dimensions 

Major radius, R 
Minor radius, a 
Plasma elongation 

Centerline density, 
Average density, n 
Energy confinement time, Tg 
Electron confinement time, t( 
Ion confinement time, t. 

2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2 . 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 

2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 

3. 
3. 
3. 

1 
1.1 
1.2 
1.3 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
20.1 
20 .2 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

— n o 

ntg (averaged through plasma) 
Centerline toroidal beta, g Q 

<B> Average toroidal beta, 
Centerline poloidal beta, 8 po 

xo 

Average poloidal beta, <6 > 
Plasma current, Ip P 

Centerline ion temperature, 
Average ion temperature, T. 
Centerline electron temperature, 

T eo — Average electron temperature, T 
Effective ion plasma charge, 
Plasma safety factor, q 
Volt-seconds 
Reactor cycle (steady state/pulsed) 

Burn pulse length 
Total pulse length 

Fuel cycle (i.e., D-T, D-D, etc.) 
Plasma heating method 
Plasma heating power 
Plasma heating energy or frequency 
Plasma energy gain, Q 

Power output 
1 Plasma power (peak) 
2 Plasma power (total cycle time 

average) 

lO 2 0 iiT3 

Later 
Later 
Later 

9.6 m 
1.45 m 
596 m 3 

700 m 2 

9 . 6 m 
1.2 m 
1.6 
Later 
2.08 x 
1.2 s 
Later 
Later 
Later 
Later 
0.0365 
Later 
Later 
3.0 MA 
Later 
12 keV 

Later 
12 keV 
1.0 
3.8 
737 
Pulsed 
12,760 s 
13,000 s 
D-T 
Neutral beam 
100 MW 
150 keV or Hz 
Ignited 

2275 MW(t) 

2233 MW(t) 
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Table 5 (continued) 
Account number and description Value 

3.3 Power to blanket and shield (peak) 1822 MW(t) 
3.4 Power to blanket and shield (total 

cycle time average) 1789 MW(t) 
3.5 Blanket power amplification factor 1.27° 
3.6 Power direct converter (peak) NA 
3.7 Power direct converter (total cycle 

time average) NA 
3.8 Power to divertor (peak) 452 MW(t) 
3.9 Power to divertor (total cycle time 

average) 444 MW(t) 
3.10 Plasma chamber power density (total , 

cycle time average) 5.1 MW/m 3 

3.11 Nuclear island power density (total 
cycle time average) e Later 

3.12 Plant gross electrical output 1000 MW(e) 
3.13 Plant net electrical output Later 
3.14 Thermal cycle efficiency 35% 
3.15 Direct converter efficiency NA 
3.16 Net plant efficiency Later 
4. Reactor coolant system 
4.1 Blanket coolant type Later 
4.2 Blanket outlet temperature — hot 

leg (peak/average) Later 
4.3 Blanket inlet temperature — cold 

leg (peak/average) Later 
4.4 Blanket outlet pressure (peak/ 

average) Later 
4.5 Blanket inlet pressure (peak/ 

average) Later 
4.6 Blanket coolant flow rate Later 
4.7 Blanket coolant pipe material Later 
4.8 First-wall coolant type Later 
4.9 First-wall outlet temperature 

(peak/average) Later 
4.10 First-wall inlet temperature 

(peak/average) Later 
4.11 First-wall outlet pressure 

(peak/average) Later 
4.12 First-wall inlet pressure 

(peak/average) Later 
4.13 First-wall coolant flow rate Later 
4.14 Total number of blanket coolant 

loops Later 
4.15 Type of blanket coolant circulator Later 
4.16 Power input to each circulator Later 
4.17 Peak first-wall/blanket temperature 

in case of loss of coolant flow Later 
4.18 Energy storage Later 
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Table 5 (continued) 

5. Intermediate coolant system 
5.1 Coolant type Later 
5.2 IHX outlet temperature — hot leg Later 
5.3 IHX inlet temperature — cold leg Later 
5.4 IHX outlet pressure Later 
5.5 IHX inlet pressure Later 
5.6 Coolant flow rate Later 
5.7 Coolant pipe material Later 
5.8 Total number of coolant loops Later 
5.9 Type of coolant circulator Later 
5.10 Power input to each circulator Later 
5.11 Number of IHX per loop Later 
5.12 IHX material — shell/tube Later 
5.13 Energy storage Later 
6. Steam generation system 
6.1 Steam outlet temperature Later 
6.2 Steam outlet pressure Later 
6.3 Steam flow rate Later 
6.4 Feedwater temperature Later 
6.5 Number of steam generators per 

loop Later 
6.6 Number of modules per steam 

generator Later 
6.7 Steam generator material — shell/ 

tube Later 

7. Shield coolant system 
7.1 Total energy deposited in shield Later 
7.2 Shield coolant type Borated water 
7.3 Shield outlet temperature (peak/ 

average) Later 
7.4 Shield inlet temperature (peak/ 

average) Later 
7.5 Coolant outlet pressure (peak/ 

average) Later 
7.6 Coolant inlet pressure (peak/ 

average) Later 
7.7 Coolant flow rate Later 
8. Reactor auxiliary systems 
8.1 Vacuum pumping system 
8.1.1 Plasma chamber pressure 10" 6 torr 
8.1.2 Plasma chamber volume 596 m 3 

8.1.3 Number of pumps Later 
8.1.4 Capacity of each pump Later 
8.2 Magnet cooling system 
8.2.1 Cooling load Later 
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Table 5 (continued) 

Account number and description Value 

8.3 Plasma heating system 
8.3.1 Cooling load 
8.4 Plasma fueling system 
8.4.1 Type 
8.4.2 Fuel composition 

8.4.3 Fueling rate 

8.4.4 
8.4.5 
8.5 

8.5.1 
8.6 
8.6.1 
9. 
9.1 
9.1 
9.1 
9.1 
9.1 
9.1 
9.1 
9.1 
9.1 

Pellet size 
Pellet injection frequency 

Tritium processing and recovery 
system 
Total tritium inventory 

Impurity control system 
Type 

Reactor components 
Blanket/first wall 

Structural material 
Breeding material 
Breeding ratio 
Number of modules 
Weight of each module 
Weight of largest component 
Dimensions of largest component 
First-wall loading (peak/ 

average) 
9.1.8.1 14.1-MeV neutrons 
9.1.8.2 Alpha particle flux 
9.1.8.3 Electromagnetic radiation^ 
9.1.8.4 Plasma thermal conduction 
9.1.8.5 Wall life 
9.2 Shielding 
9.2.1 Material 
9.2.2 Number of modules 
9.2.3 Weight of each module 
9.2.4 Weight of largest component 
9.2.5 Dimensions of largest component 
9.3 Magnets^ 
9.3.1 Superconducting 
9.3.2 Conductor material 
9.3.3 Structural material 
9.3.4 Operating temperature 
9.3.5 Coolant 
9.3.6 Maximum stress in coil 
9.3.7 Maximum force transmitted to 

building 
9.3.8 Maximum f ield 

J 

Later 

Pellet injection 
50% deuterium 
50% tritium 
Tritium: 9 x 10~ 5 kg/s 
Deuterium: 6 x 10- 5 kg/s 
Later 
Later 

Later 

Divertor 

Later 
Later 
Later 
Later 
Later 
Later 
Later 
Later 

Later 
2.60 MW/m 2 

0.65 MW/m 2 

Later 
Later 
10-20 MWyear/m 2 

Stainless steel 
16 
150 tonnes 
Later 
Later 

Yes 
Nb 3Sn 
Stainless steel 
4.2 K 
Helium 
Later 

Later 
9.9 T 
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Table 5 (continued) 
Account number and description Value 

9.3.9 Field on axis 7.4 T 
9.3.10 Number of magnets 12 
9.3.11 Field ripple — edge/center ±1.5%/later 
9.3.12 Stored energy Later 
9.4 Energy transfer and storage 
9.4.1 Plasma preparation RF preheat 
9.4.1.1 Type MGF 
9.4.1.2 Energy per unit 2215 MJ 
9.4.1.3 Total energy 31,000 MJ 
9.4.1.4 Peak power transfer rate 6.85 x 10 9 W 
9.4.1.5 Transfer time 12 s 
9.4.1.6 Depth of discharge Later 
9.4.1.7 Recharge time Charged during burn 
9.4.1.8 Pulse frequency 98.2% duty factor every 

13,000 s 
9.4.1.9 Switching requirements of MGF / 500-MVA circuit breakers 
9.4.1.9, .1 Current 37,000 A 
9.4.1.9 .2 Volts 13,800 
9.4.1.9. .3 Number 28 
9.4.2 Primary power supply 
9.4.2.1 Type 12-pulse SCR power 

bridges 
9.4.2.2 Energy per unit (per power 

module) 36.6 MJ 
9.4.2.3 Total energy 31,000 MJ 
9.4.2.4 Transfer time 12 s 
9.4.2.5 Recharge time Charged during burn 
9.4.2.6 Pulse frequency 98.2% duty factor every 

13,000 s 
9.4.2.7 Switching requirements h 9.4.2.7 .1 Current 23,000 4 
9.4.2.7 .2 Volts 308,000^ 
9.4.2.7 .3 Number of power modules 847 
9.4.2.7 .4 Number of transformers 184 

10. Electrical power requirements 
10.1 Cold-start power from grid 
10.2 Auxiliary power requirements 

(normal operation) 
10.2.1 Electrical energy storage 
10.2.2 Magnet power supply (other than 

energy storage) 
10.2.3 Blanket circulators 
10.2.4 First-wall coolant circulators 
10.2.5 Shield coolant circulators 
10.2.6 Refrigeration system 
10.2.7 Vacuum system 
10.2.8 Plasma heating system 

428 MVA (average) 

85 MW(e) 

2 MW(e) 
Later 
Later 
Later 
Later 
Later 
200 MW(e) for 6 s 
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Table 5 (continued) 
Account number and description Value 

10.2.9 Miscellaneous reactor plant 
auxiliaries Later 

10.2.10 Feed pump system Later 
10.2.11 Condensing system Later 
10.2.12 Heat rejection system Later 
10.2.13 Miscellaneous BOP auxiliaries Later 
11. Buildings 
11.1 Reactor building? 
11.1.1 Characteristic dimensions 80 m in diameter 

30 m high 
11.1.2 Enclosed volume 150,000 m 3 

11.1.3 Minimum wall thickness for 
shielding 2 m 

11.1.4 Internal pressure (normal/ 
accident) Atmospheric 

11.1.5 Containment atmosphere Later 
11.2 Electrical energy storage building Later 
11.2.1 Characteristic dimensions Later 
11.2.2 Wall thickness for shielding Later 
11.2.3 Internal pressure (normal/ 

accident) Later 
11.2.4 Safety related (e.g., contain-

ment building) Later 
11.3 Reactor service building 
11.3.1 Characteristic dimensions 75,000 m 3 

11.3.2 Special functions (e.g., hot 
cells, blanket processing 
equipment, etc.) Later 

12. Reactor maintenance 
12.1 Blanket/first-wall replacement Later 
12.2 Radioactive material storage 

requirement (years/volume) Later 

Parameters 1.2.1, 1.2.2, 2.1.1, and 2.1.2 are appropriate for a 
tokamak. For other concepts appropriate alternate parameters should 
be provided. 
Beyond the scope of this study. 

Q 

Based on an assumed value of 22.4 MeV per event. 
Based on plasma volume. Q 
The nuclear island is defined as everything covered by Account No. 22 
in PNL-2648, "Fusion Reactor Design Studies — Standard Accounts for 
Cost Estimates." f 

•'Includes electromagnetic radiation components from synchrotron, brems-
strahlung, and impurity inputs. 
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^Similar breakdowns for various coil types should be provided. 
^Serial current each circuit. 
Voltage for all seven circuits. 
j 
In addition, the hot cell dimensions are 40 x 40 x 20 m. 
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